Know your ABC!

Can you put these words into **alphabetical order**? If you get the order right, the last letters of each word will make a hidden word.

1. **lilac**  **china**  **fling**  **alarm**  **khaki**

   __ __ __ __ __
   __ __ __ __ __
   __ __ __ __ __
   __ __ __ __ __
   __ __ __ __ __
   __ __ __ __ __

   The hidden word is: ____________________________

2. **tartan**  **scampi**  **mishap**  **gateau**  **bishop**  **helium**  **remark**

   __ __ __ __ __ __ __
   __ __ __ __ __ __ __
   __ __ __ __ __ __ __
   __ __ __ __ __ __ __
   __ __ __ __ __ __ __
   __ __ __ __ __ __ __
   __ __ __ __ __ __ __
   __ __ __ __ __ __ __
   __ __ __ __ __ __ __

   The hidden word is: ____________________________

Put more words in alphabetical order with the help of ...